
CONVERSION TO JUDAISM
 ~ a sketch of the shell ~

    narrative of internal process
...intertwined with & enfolded within... intertwined with & enfolded within...

...intertwined with & enfolded within…

    demonstration of learning
Jewish learning & literature - Torah
Jewish spirituality & faith - God

Jewish people & community - Israel
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1. ways in which conversion is consistent with my background & past & upbringing

 >> parents' intellectual faith
- reading the New Testament as allegory
- miracles become metaphors for the vastness of the unexplained
- mystics as cowards
-

 >> tradition of social justice within Catholicism
- jesus as communist
- jesus as ascetic
- jesus as historical figure, and flawed

 >> common core beliefs & value systems
  - message of our essential human interdependence

- the importance of the social contract & safety net
- centrality of community life, family writ broad

2. ways in which my decision to convert represents a departure from my native tradition
 
 >> noticed that parents’ Catholicism was very much marginalized within the Church

 >> suspected something disingenuous in their piety, felt incredulous/confused/resentful

 >> wondered: how can one continue to stand behind an institution so far removed from what it once aspired to be?

 >> wondered: did the Church really ever aspire to be a force of social uplift and truth-telling and fraternalism?

 >> pondered: social justice as essence or veneer?
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 >> knew well: my father owed his education, his very self, to Jesuit progressivism

 >> overheard: veiled talk - in my mother’s Franco-American patois - of rural potato country priestly impropriety circa 1960

 >> raged: news of moratorium on altar girls - my own prior experience notwithstanding?!? stifling patriarchy.

3. a superficial appearance of rejection [of institutionalized Catholicism] is revealed [15 years later!]… 
as more of a renewal…

 >> Kolot represents to me a variant on the social and moral code of my upbringing

  >>> in the sense of a deep and embodied (in action) commitment to social justice

  >>> and to intellectual inquiry

  >>> and to the mandate of community engagement and outreach

  >>> as well as the principals of giving and taking in accordance with need and ability

  >>> in the knowledge that to be human is to be vulnerable and interdependent

 >> albeit in a different context - in terms of:

  >>> geography - urban v. rural

  >>> conventions - laws made and interpreted by mortals v. commandments without context or explanation

   - literalism of interpretation within Catholicism

   - pure form v. reflection/shadow

- Platonic metaphor of the cave re: iconography

  >>> identity - explicit diversity v. hegemonic conformity

  >>> agency - chosen freely and with purpose v. inherited 
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4. my evolving understanding of Judaism & the issues that trouble me and comfort me

 >> fraught with ambiguity - a code of religious practice, a legal tradition, an ethnic identity, a culture, a frame of mind

  >>> potentially problematic territory for a Jew-by-choice - definitions hotly contested and contingent

  >>> fragmentation within Judaism and among Jews

 >> scholarship as a way of life 

 >> the condition of otherness - paradoxically familiar  

 >> perpetual hyper-consciousness of this othered status - distilled through humor & mitigated by power

 >> nursed in cosmopolitan insularity - thus reinforced and made salient

 >> Israel in the American Jewish imagination as a manifestation of simultaneous feelings of pride and self-loathing/shame 

5. the Jewish life I am building toward
 >> a work in progress

 >> founded on compromise and partnership 

 >> anti-dogmatic, anti-prescriptive

 >> yet convinced of the fundamental importance - for adults as for children - of situating oneself in a space 

 >> so as to know some things for certain - to have a base - thus the structure & security & strength 

 >> in the face of uncertainty & ambiguity & chaos of life - the human condition
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